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Relive Moments Through Collages with Immersive Video App, Clinch, on iOS
Published on 03/05/13
Instantly create movies featuring photos and videos in dazzling collages with the latest
update to Clinch 1.7 on iOS. Redesigned with a sleek, minimalist layout, Clinch
automatically turns the photos and videos on users' mobile device, Twitter, and Instagram
accounts into stunning movies. Those who want a more collaborative experience can mix in
and edit videos and photos from friends. People can instantly capture, combine, and clinch
life's moments.
New York, New York - Instantly create movies featuring photos and videos in dazzling
collages with the latest update to Clinch 1.7 on iOS. Redesigned with a sleek, minimalist
layout, Clinch automatically turns the photos and videos on users' mobile device, Twitter,
and Instagram accounts into stunning movies. Those who want a more collaborative
experience can mix in and edit videos and photos from friends. Whether a family vacation,
an epic bachelors party, or a music festival with friends, people can instantly capture,
combine, and clinch life's moments.
Today's world is saturated with experiences and events that are regularly recorded and
shared across multiple platforms. Clinch is a completely new way for anyone to personalize
their storytelling, allowing users to easily create amazing, immersive film shorts by
capturing photos and videos, selecting their favorite clips, and clinching their project.
Applying a unique algorithm, the app filters, automatically analyzes, and edits selected
content using innovative video and audio processing including object, scene, and facial
detection. In seconds, users have a professionally edited, collaborative, multi-angle
video that they can enjoy privately or broadcast across social networks.
"The latest update to Clinch as a brilliant revamp to our cutting-edge app," states Oz
Etzioni, CEO and Co-Founder of Clinch ltd. " We are living a reality in which everything
is documented with mobile devices and so much content is at your fingertips. Clinch lets
users choose their favorite photos and videos from any life experience and then
automatically edits it for you, hassle free. We can't wait for our users to dive into the
update and begin capturing, combining, and clinching their lives!"
Clinch Update Features:
* UI redesign with focus on social sharing including Twitter and Instagram
* Enhanced video creation with the option to pull from publically posted pictures and
videos from Twitter, Instagram and friends
* Explore movies by other Clinchers and follow favorite users by adding their movies to
one's personal feed
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad
* Requires iOS 5.0 or later
* Size: 20.6 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Clinch 1.7 is free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Photo
& Video category.
Clinch 1.7:
http://clinch.co
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/clinch/id553927673
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Screenshot 1:
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Screenshot 2:
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Screenshot 3:
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Founded in 2012, Clinch Labs ltd is the development company behind the cloud-based smart
automatic video editor, Clinch. Copyright (C) 2013 Clinch Labs ltd. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in
the U.S. and/or other countries.
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